Introduction
Intercellular signals play a major role in the development of animal morphology. In addition to the challenge of understanding individual signaling processes, a further question is how multiple signals are coordinated successively to arrange the vast numbers of cells in higher organisms in such a reproducible fashion. For example, the use of certain signals for many different decisions implies that periods of active signaling must coincide with distinct periods of competence in the responding cells.
The Drosophila compound eye is made up of an array of about 800 ommatidia (unit eyes), each of which is constructed by 22 distinct cells. Eye development can be studied in order to elucidate mechanisms involved in the determination of particular cell types, and also in order to investigate how these individual processes are coordinated in the development of the organ. In the eye, neuronal determination is one of several processes coordinately induced by diffusible morphogens [1] . Determination of one neuronal cell type, the R8 photoreceptor neuron, is further regulated by competition between the actions of the proneural transcription factor encoded by atonal (ato), and the inhibitory signals provided by a class of neurogenic gene products. Proneural and neurogenic genes act similarly to determine numbers of many different neuronal precursor cells, both in Drosophila and in vertebrates [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Here, we report studies using a conditional allele, null mutant clones, and targeted expression of Notch, which show that the Notch protein and its ligand Delta are both involved in opposing processes during development of the eye.
Differentiation of the eye imaginal disc begins in the third larval instar [7] . It starts at the posterior margin of the disc, and proceeds in progressively more anterior cells until, after about two days, the entire retinal primordium is differentiating (Fig. 1a) . Differentiation of each region begins with the arrest of cell proliferation in the G1 phase of the cell cycle, accompanied by changes in cell shape, induction of proneural gene expression and changes in the expression of other genes; differentiation of specific neuronal cells then takes place. These events are coordinately induced by the diffusible signaling protein, Hedgehog (Hh). The Hh protein is secreted by photoreceptor cells, and is required nonautonomously to elevate levels of the Cubitus interruptus (Ci) protein in more anterior, less differentiated cells, and also for the expression of another secreted protein Decapentaplegic (Dpp). Hh, and perhaps Dpp or other signals, act on still more anterior, undifferentiated cells. As the induced cells subsequently differentiate, they in turn secrete Hh, and this cycle of Hh secretion and signaling advances differentiation across the eye disc. The initial changes in cell cycle, cell shape, gene expression and differentiation are anatomically visible as a groove in the epithelium, which is called the morphogenetic furrow, and which moves across the eye disc as the boundary between differentiating and proliferative cells changes (reviewed in [1] ).
An early event during differentiation of the eye imaginal disc is the determination and differentiation of the R8 photoreceptor cells, each of which is required for the recruitment of other cell types to each developing ommatidium [8] [9] [10] . R8 determination depends on the proneural basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) protein, Atonal (Ato) [10] [11] [12] . Initially, expression of ato begins in a band of cells anterior to the morphogenetic furrow. This 'prepattern expression', induced by Hh signaling [13] , is rapidly restricted to expression in an array of single R8 precursor cells that are separated from one another by 6-10 other cells [10, 12] . The restriction depends on signaling by the receptor protein Notch upon binding and activation by Delta, a transmembrane ligand that is expressed on neighboring cells. Temporary inhibition of Notch or Delta function, by the use of conditional alleles, leads to clusters of R8 cells, because of a failure to inhibit ato expression in neighbors of the true R8 cell [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Notch and Delta fulfil a similar role in many other tissues; most proneural cells will undergo neuronal differentiation unless proneural gene expression is inhibited by the coordinate action of Notch and Delta [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the eye, ato expression is only inhibited by Notch signaling during a particular stage, which occurs after prepattern ato expression has been replaced by autoregulatory ato expression. This means that induction of ato downstream of Hh and repression by Notch are not simultaneous, but correspond to successive regulatory phases [19] . Notch protein itself is present throughout the eye disc [20, 21] .
A conserved Notch signal transduction pathway has been partially elucidated. Notch signaling activates the Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)) protein, which then activates transcription of the Enhancer of split (E(spl)) gene complex [22] [23] [24] [25] ; many of the E(spl) genes encode bHLH proteins that antagonize proneural gene activity [26, 27] . In other tissues, Notch signaling through Su(H) mediates inductive processes, as well as lateral inhibition. In the Drosophila wing, Su(H) activates transcription of vestigial (vg), an important gene for wing morphogenesis [28] .
In this paper, we report an investigation of the effects of reducing Notch function throughout eye development. We found that, in the absence of Notch function, neural differentiation did not occur, which was the opposite of the neurogenic phenotype we expected on the basis of previous studies using transient inhibition of Notch. We demonstrate an autonomous requirement for Notch signaling that functions to make retinal cells competent for R8 differentiation, and that this requirement precedes the role of Notch in lateral inhibition of differentiation. Notch is not required in order for ato expression to be initiated, but is required after this stage for ato expression and function to be enhanced, and to generate independence from, and insensitivity to, Hh signaling. Thus, the competence of retinal cells to differentiate as R8 cells, and the inhibition of differentiation in response to later Notch signaling, is itself induced by Notch.
Results

Effect of the Notch ts1 mutation
The first suggestion that Notch functions other than in lateral inhibition of R8 differentiation came from unexpected results obtained with the temperature-sensitive mutant allele Notch ts1 . The results suggested that the Notch null phenotype in the eye was not neurogenic (Fig. 1d,e) . The Notch ts1 mutation has been used to study many aspects of post-embryonic development, and has been important in the study of eye development. Notch ts1 corresponds to substitution of the glycine at position 1272 in the extracellular domain of Notch with asparagine [29] . At the restrictive temperature (31.5°C), Notch ts1 behaves as a loss-of-function allele for all aspects of Notch function that have so far been examined [30] . Inhibition of Notch function after a short 'pulse' incubation at the restrictive temperature results in a zone of neural hypertrophy, corresponding to cells undergoing determination in the morphogenetic furrow at the time of the shift (Fig. 1c ) [14] . Many of the extra neurons that are generated express the R8-specific proteins Scabrous (Sca) and Bride of Sevenless (Boss), showing that the neurogenic phenotype is associated with differentiation of an increased number of R8 photoreceptor cells (Fig. 1d) [15, 16] . Unexpectedly, we found that a less severe phenotype resulted from continued exposure to the restrictive temperature. If reduction of Notch function is greater after a longer incubation at the restrictive temperature, then neural hypertrophy might not be the null phenotype (Fig. 1d,e) .
The effects of the Notch ts1 mutation were further investigated using markers of development of the morphogenetic furrow. In the wild-type fly, expression of ato-expressing cells (Fig. 1b) . Within another two hours, only one cell in each group retains ato expression. These are the R8 precursor cells of ommatidial column 0 (Fig. 1b) [10, 12] . Notch ts1 larvae shifted to the restrictive temperature maintained ato expression in many cells, reflecting R8 hypertrophy (Fig. 1f,g ) [18, 19] . However, as the morphogenetic furrow advanced at the restrictive temperature, ato expression was initiated in the more anterior cells at much lower levels than normal, and fewer R8 precursor cells arose from such regions ( Fig. 1f- 
h). Expression of the
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Figure 2
Neural development in Notch -null mutant clones. Imaginal discs were double-labeled using successive diaminobenzidene reactions for horseradish peroxidase. Two focal planes are shown for many clones; the Notch and Boss proteins are best scored at the apical surface, whereas Ato and the Myc-tagged marker used for Delta and Ser clones are nuclear. (a) Notch mutant patches are apparent, under Nomarski optics, by absence of the brown Notch immunostain from the apical epithelial surface (the arrow outside the disc in this and subsequent panels indicates the morphogenetic furrow). (b) Outlining of the Notch mutant patch shows that R8 cells (Boss staining in blue-black) did not differentiate in the Notch mutant region. (c) Confocal micrograph of an eye disc labelled for Notch (red) and anti-ELAV (green), which labels all differentiating photoreceptors. Neural differentiation did not occur in the Notch mutant region, although neighboring Notch + cells differentiated normally (white arrow indicates the morphogenetic furrow). (d) The apical focal plane of a disc from a Notch -clone. Nuclear Ato protein (blue-black) is shown in (e) with the clone boundary superimposed. In the Notch -patch, ato expression began as in wild-type cells outside the patch, but remained at a lower level, even when wild-type R8 cells were differentiating. (f) Ser protein expression in wild-type. Note the stripe of expression in the morphogenetic furrow (arrow), and also expression in differentiating ommatidia near the posterior of the disc. (g) A nuclear focal plane of a Ser -clone. The main boundary of the clone is outlined, but isolated Myc-positive nuclei were visible mixed in near the edges (small arrows). Boss protein in the endoplasmic reticulum of R8 cells was perinuclear and appeared microscopically to be a different color. In the apical focal plane (h), a normal pattern of R8 cells extended across the mutant patch (boss expression, blue-black). (i,j) A Delta -clone, showing nuclear (i) and apical (j) focal planes. R8 cells (boss expression, blue-black in (j)) were absent from most of the Delta -patch, but clusters of R8 cells differentiate near the posterior edge of the clone (small arrows in (j)). At higher magnification, boss-expressing R8 cells were adjacent to or slightly separated from Myc-positive wild-type cells; arrows indicate R8 cell nuclei (k) and apical surfaces (l). (m) Even large Ser -clones differentiated into normal adult retinal structures (arrow heads mark the boundary of the mutant patch). (n,o) Extra photoreceptors were seen at the edges of Delta -patches in adult eyes (arrows), but the centers of such clones were undifferentiated (asterisks in (n)) or absent (o).
secreted protein Sca was also studied, because it depends on ato function [10] . In wild-type flies, sca is expressed in the intermediate group of cells and the R8 precursor cells of columns 0-3. Notch ts1 flies shifted to the restrictive temperature maintained sca expression in many cells, again reflecting R8 hypertrophy (Fig. 1j,k) [16, 19] . However, as the morphogenetic furrow advanced at the restrictive temperature, only limited sca expression was initiated in the more anterior cells (Fig. 1k,l) . The requirement for Notch to promote ato and sca expression was reversible in this temperature-sensitive system, and expression of both genes resumed at permissive temperatures (Fig. 1i,m) .
Our results show that, as well as preventing singling out of R8 precursor cells in the morphogenetic furrow, the Notch ts1 mutation affected proneural development in more anterior cells. Both effects occurred simultaneously in distinct cells of each specimen (Fig. 1) . As a consequence, anterior regions of the eye disc showed more limited neural hypertrophy on differentiation, because these cells had initially attained less competence to express the R8 cell fate.
Cell autonomy of Notch function
The effects of Notch inhibition could occur by several direct or indirect routes, which could be distinguished using genetic mosaics. Mosaic patches of cells lacking Notch function were induced using recombination mediated by the FLP enzyme, which acts on FRT sequences; the FRT sequences had been positioned on the X chromosomes. In order to establish a continuous loss of Notch function, the Notch 54l9 allele was used. The Notch 54l9 mutation does not produce any Notch protein, so it is a bona fide null allele. The absence of immunoreactivity for Notch proteins in the Notch 5419 clones permitted unequivocal identification of Notch -cells in the eye disc. (Fig. 2b) , but outside the clone the R8 cell array was unaffected. Other neural markers were also examined. Figure 2c shows another specimen in which all photoreceptor neurons were labeled by antibodies specific for the Embryonic lethal abnormal visual system (ELAV) protein.
No photoreceptor neurons were observed in the Notchclone. Similar results were obtained with antibodies against horseradish peroxidase (HRP; data not shown). These results indicate that failure of R8 cell differentiation was cell autonomous and epistatic to any role for Notch in lateral inhibition.
To examine the effect on proneural development directly, ato expression was examined in Notch -cells. In the mutant patches, expression of ato began anterior to the morphogenetic furrow, at the same time as in the wild type (Fig.  2d,e) . However, Ato protein remained at uniform low levels, and never increased to the higher levels seen in intermediate groups in the wild type. All the Notch -cells continued to express the same uniform low level of Ato protein, even after ato gene expression had been turned off in the wild-type part of the disc. Effects on ato expression extended to the posterior and lateral boundaries of Notch -patches, and neighboring wild-type cells showed normal patterning of Ato expression, so the effects were cell autonomous (Fig. 2d,e) .
Roles of the ligands Delta and Serrate
In order to establish the mechanism of proneural Notch function, we investigated the roles of Notch ligands. Two transmembrane protein ligands for Notch have been described from studies in Drosophila. In addition to Delta, the ligand for neurogenic roles of Notch, Serrate (Ser) is the Notch ligand during inductive interactions between populations of cells [5] . Both Ser and Delta are expressed in cells that could be involved in the proneural phase of Notch function. Expression of Delta begins just prior to the appearance of the morphogenetic furrow, and evolves in a dynamic pattern as distinct retinal cell types are determined and differentiate [16, 17] . Ser is expressed in a band of cells in the morphogenetic furrow, overlapping with column 0 (Fig. 2f) .
To examine the requirement for Ser, FLP-mediated recombination was used to induce clones of cells homozygous for a Ser null mutation, Ser RX106 . A nuclear Myc-epitope-tagged protein was used to identify Ser -cells. R8 photoreceptor cells were identified by labeling for Boss protein. Loss of Ser function had no discernible effect on R8 differentiation in the eye disc (Fig. 2g,h) , and even large clones of Ser -cells contributed to normal adult retinal structures (Fig. 2m) . Thus, Ser is not essential for proneural activation of Notch.
To examine the requirement for Delta, FLP-mediated recombination was used to induce clones of cells homozygous for a Delta null mutation, Delta rev10 . In the eye imaginal disc, Delta -mutant cells were associated with neural hypertrophy involving clusters of R8 cells (Fig. 2i,j) . However, the R8 cell clusters were seen only near the margins of Delta -clones. No neural differentiation of Deltacells occurred except within a few cell diameters of Delta + cells at the border of the clone (Fig. 2i-l) . Clones of Delta rev10 mutant cells were abnormal in the adult retina. Sections showed ommatidia with excess photoreceptor cells only being found close to the clone boundaries. The center of Delta -clones was either undifferentiated (Fig. 2n) or absent (Fig. 2o) . These results indicated that Delta function was required for neural differentiation in the eye, and that the requirement was not cell autonomous. Neural differentiation was rescued near Delta + cells, and these boundary regions developed with a neurogenic phenotype, reflecting a lack of Delta during lateral inhibition. Therefore, the proneural function of Notch depends on the ligand Delta.
Neural differentiation always occurred at the posterior margin of Delta -clones, and R8 cell clusters were, at most, one cell diameter from the nearest Delta + cell. This showed that the Delta signal could travel from posterior to anterior. In addition, we often found differentiation of R8 cells near the lateral margins of Delta -clones. Thus, it is possible that the Delta-dependent signal can be transmitted sideways or diagonally (Fig. 2i-l) .
Proneural effects of forced Notch activation
In order to test whether Notch activation would be sufficient to increase levels of ato expression, and for ato-dependent transcription of sca to occur, it was necessary to induce Notch activity experimentally. To achieve this, we expressed an activated form of Notch using the hsp70 promoter and the Notch intra construct, making hsNotch intra . We described previously the consequences of hsNotch intra expression on development of intermediate groups and R8 cells [19] . In these cells, Notch intra represses ato. Here, we report the effects of expressing Notch intra anterior to the morphogenetic furrow. Anterior to the furrow, ato expression was not repressed but rather was elevated by Notch intra . All cells showed high levels of ato expression, which is normally typical of intermediate group cells, although expression was still limited to a domain anterior to the furrow (Fig. 3a) . In addition, expression of the Sca protein was induced in all ato-expressing cells by Notch intra (Fig. 3b) . Thus, activated Notch caused cells ahead of the furrow to express ato and sca at levels that are normally seen in wild-type proneural intermediate groups.
Polarity of proneural signaling
To investigate the polarity and range of proneural Notch signaling further, we examined E(spl) gene expression in the morphogenetic furrow. During lateral inhibition, the transcription of E(spl) bHLH genes is directly activated by Notch signal transduction components; it therefore provides a rapid assay for Notch signaling [22] [23] [24] [25] . In the eye disc, E(spl) bHLH genes are expressed in the morphogenetic furrow, both in intermediate groups, in response to lateral inhibitory Notch signaling, and in more anterior cells [19] . E(spl) bHLH gene expression was examined in Notch clones using mAb323, a monoclonal antibody that binds to four of the seven E(spl) bHLH proteins (Fig. 4a) [22] . Expression of morphogenetic furrow E(spl) bHLH genes was undetectable in Notch -cells (Fig.  4b,c) , suggesting that all E(spl) expression in wild-type cells is a result of active Notch signaling.
In mosaics in which wild-type cells in the furrow had a Notch -patch to their posterior, E(spl) bHLH gene expression was absent from Notch + cells as well as Notch -cells (Fig. 4d,e) . In some cases, E(spl) bHLH gene expression curved around in the vicinity of the clone, suggesting that induction of E(spl) bHLH gene expression can spread in from the sides after the furrow passes the Notch -clone (Fig. 4g) . These results suggested that activation of E(spl) bHLH gene expression required a signal from posterior to anterior that was not sent by Notch -cells. Because Notchcells showed defective proneural development, we tested whether the proneural gene ato was required for the posterior to anterior signaling causing activation of E(spl) bHLH gene expression. In ato mutant eye discs, E(spl) bHLH proteins were not detected in the morphogenetic furrow (Fig. 4f) . Therefore, proneural Notch signaling requires ato function, and this may be an explanation for deficient signaling by Notch -cells.
Exceptions to the proneural Notch requirement
Exceptions have been noted to the requirement for Notch in order to achieve proper proneural development in the eye. Under either of two circumstances, proneural development occurred even in Notch -cells. Firstly, proneural development occurred at the posterior and lateral eye margins without Notch function. In these regions, mutant cells showed neural hypertrophy, indicating that whereas lateral margin proneural development was Notch-independent, lateral inhibition still required Notch function. Independence of the disc margin was seen with Notch ts1 mutant eye discs (Fig. 4h) and with both Notch -and Delta -clones (data not shown). Secondly, neural differentiation occurred Effects of ectopic Notch activation, 4 h after hsNotch intra induction (in both panels the arrow indicates column 0). (a) Expression of ato was uniform anterior to the furrow; within the furrow, R8 expression was suppressed, as described elsewhere [19] . (b) Expression of sca occurred in a similar pattern to that of ato, rather than in a subset of cells.
sporadically in some Notch -cells away from the disc margin. This phenomenon was occasionally seen in both small and large Notch -patches, but often occurred near the posterior of the clone (Fig. 4i,j) . One possibility is that the low level of ato expression by Notch -cells may sometimes be sufficient for differentiation; a second is that some Notch protein may survive after removal of the gene by mitotic recombination, if this occurs close to the time of differentiation, or in posterior cells that undergo few divisions. These occasional patches may survive to give rare small neurogenic patches in the adult eyes [31] .
Effect of Notch activity on Hh signaling
Uniform ato expression seen in Notch -clones persisted posterior to the morphogenetic furrow, unlike the wildtype eye, in which ato expression ceases in most cells in column 0 (Fig. 2e) . Because it is thought that Ato protein may be transcriptionally inactive in Notch -cells, maintenance of ato expression suggested that there was a continued response to Hh rather than autoregulation. To test this model, levels of Ci protein were examined; a posttranslational increase in Ci protein levels is a direct assay for Hh signal transduction [32] [33] [34] . In the wild type, ci is up-regulated anterior to the furrow in a domain very similar to the ato prepattern domain (Fig. 5a) [32, 35] . These cells are responding to Hh diffusing from the posterior [1] . Levels drop precisely as ato-dependent sca expression begins in intermediate groups, confirming that cells stop responding to Hh at this stage (Fig. 5b) . In Notch -clones, ci was up-regulated as in the wild type, but down-regulation was delayed and high Ci levels persisted posterior to the furrow. Elevated Ci levels were autonomously retained by Notch -cells located entirely posterior to the furrow in clones through which the furrow had passed completely (Fig. 5c-f) . Thus, Notch -cells continued to respond to Hh signaling posterior to the morphogenetic furrow.
Discussion
The developing Drosophila eye is a powerful system for the analysis of developmental mechanisms. It features both precise spatial organisation of differentiation, which means that individual cells can be identified at early stages in their differentiation, and also progressive development, which means that each specimen presents a timeseries of developmental stages ordered by position and distance from the morphogenetic furrow. Development progresses across the retina in a wave correlated with the morphogenetic furrow, where changes in cellular morphology, cell-cycle regulation, cell-fate determination and neuronal cell differentiation occur coordinately. These are induced by posterior-to-anterior signals that depend on secretion of the Hh protein by differentiating photoreceptor cells. We have investigated the initiation of neuronal cell-fate determination and differentiation and have characterized an additional signal. This proneural signal also passes from posterior to anterior cells. Remarkably, the proneural signal uses Notch and Delta, the same receptor and ligand that later mediate an opposite biological response, when they act to repress neural determination and differentiation in the same cells (Fig. 6) .
Proneural Notch signaling
This study began with unexpected effects of the Notch ts1 mutation that suggested a novel requirement for Notch in order to achieve proper proneural development. The proneural requirement for Notch was then demonstrated in genetic mosaics carrying a Notch null allele, in mosaics with a Delta null allele, and by targeted activation of Notch. Temperature-shift experiments placed the proneural Notch function 4 hours earlier than the requirement for Notch in lateral inhibition of R8 cells (Fig. 1) . It would therefore operate within the ato prepattern domain anterior to the morphogenetic furrow, after ato expression has been initiated. Notch is not required for the initiation of ato expression, nor for the elevation of Ci levels that indicates Hh-induced furrow progression through Notch -cells. Instead, a process mediated autonomously by Notch is required for full proneural gene activity, after initiation of ato expression, and ubiquitous Notch intra expression was found to enhance ato function only in cells in which expression had already begun. Taken together, these findings show that proneural development in the eye occurs in two steps. First, expression of ato is induced by morphogens. Then, ato expression and activity are further enhanced, in response to signaling through Notch which is also required to terminate the response to Hh. These changes constitute a switch in ato expression from a prepattern phase to an autoregulatory phase (Fig. 6) . The function of Notch in the eye differs from the proneural function in the Drosophila wing, which occurs indirectly through vg activation and several other steps to initiate expression of the proneural gene achaete in wing-margin cells [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Delta encodes the ligand for proneural signaling
We found that Notch signaling was dependent on Delta but not Ser (Fig. 2) . Ser either has no function in eye patterning or is redundant. The proneural phenotype of Delta null alleles was not cell autonomous in mosaics; Deltacells were able to differentiate into R8 photoreceptors in the vicinity of Delta + cells at the boundary of the clone. Groups of Delta -R8 cells were separated from the clone boundary by a maximum of one Delta -nucleus. In such cases, Delta + cells and Delta -R8 cells might be in partial contact, although a short-range diffusible signal cannot be ruled out. The fact that the Delta -cells can show a neurogenic phenotype is notable. This indicates rescue of proneural development by nearby Delta + cells, but not rescue of lateral inhibition, and shows that the cells that provide the proneural signal may not later be sufficient for lateral inhibition.
Neurogenesis at the eye margin
Posterior and lateral margins of the eye did not require Notch function for neurogenesis. These findings indicate that the retinal margin must be the source of an another proneural signal that is independent of Notch or Delta function. At the posterior of the eye, such a signal must exist in order that retinal differentiation can be initiated in the absence of pre-existing ommatidia, and at the lateral margins such a signal could regulate the shape of the eye boundary. Our finding of a genetically distinct proneural signal mirrors similar conclusions about furrow induction. Although Hh signaling is required for furrow progression, furrow initiation at the posterior and lateral eye margins seems to be independent of such a signal [1, 43, 44] .
A proneural signaling cycle?
Like furrow progression, proneural signaling may also occur from posterior to anterior. Clones of Notch -cells nonautonomously delay E(spl) bHLH gene expression at the anterior of the morphogenetic furrow, indicating that as well as being unable to complete proneural development, Notch -cells cannot send the proneural signal to nearby Notch + cells. As ato function is required to induce E(spl) bHLH gene expression, activation of ato by proneural signaling might be the aspect of Notch -cells that is deficient. This feedback loop could aid the progression of differentiation across the eye disc, because ato is required in turn for correct Delta expression (our unpublished observations), although our data do not exclude there being other proneural signals in addition to Delta. Such a cycle of proneural and lateral inhibitory Notch function is summarized and related to Hh function in Figure 6 .
The mechanism of proneural Notch signaling
In principle, proneural Notch signaling might affect ato through three kinds of mechanism. Firstly, Notch might act on ato transcription (or translation) to boost expression levels above a threshold at which target gene transcription and autoregulation could occur. Secondly, Notch might modify Ato protein, or act through a protein that interacts with Ato protein, in order to promote Ato function posttranslationally. Thirdly, Notch signaling might inhibit expression or function of an Ato inhibitor. It will also be interesting to determine whether novel targets of Su(H) and E(spl) proteins are involved, or whether there is a distinct signal transduction pathway. Termination of the response to Hh signaling might be a direct response to Notch signaling. However, Hh insensitivity might also result indirectly, as an autonomous consequence either of enhanced Ato function or of other aspects of differentiation (Fig. 6 ).
Successive distinct functions of Notch in development
As summarized in Figure 6 , cellular responses to Notch signaling change in the morphogenetic furrow to permit the patterning of R8 differentiation. We previously reported that lateral inhibition by Notch begins when prepattern-driven ato expression is replaced by ato autoregulation [19] . Now we show that these changes themselves depend autonomously on Notch. Notch signaling is required in order for ato expression to reach high levels and activate transcriptional targets. Notch signaling is also Notch signaling is required for full ato activity and to terminate responsiveness to Hh at the same time. Notch might block the Hh response directly; alternatively Hh might be blocked by indirect (but autonomous) consequences of Notch signaling, such as ato activation, or differentiation itself. Proneural enhancement depends nonautonomously on Delta, expression of which is itself dependent on ato. The part of the proneural signal mediated by Delta is therefore part of a feedback loop. Proneural Notch signaling is not important at the disc margins, and may not be important in ectopic furrows induced by loss of ptc or PKA gene function, which convert undifferentiated cells to margin cells (see [44] ). Later, Notch and Delta block ato autoregulation leading to a pattern of individual R8 precursor cells. required for cells to become insensitive to Hh signaling. Without these two changes, the prepattern phase of ato expression persists, and R8 selection by lateral inhibition does not occur. The competence of cells of the morphogenetic furrow to differentiate into R8 cells and to be patterned by Notch is therefore induced by Notch signaling itself.
Conclusions
We report a novel function of the neurogenic genes Notch and Delta, enhancing expression and activity of ato in cells in the developing eye, where the same proteins will shortly signal to extinguish ato expression. We think that this reflects the relationship between prepattern and pattern formation. It is probably important that these two phases of gene activity do not overlap, otherwise lateral inhibitory signaling by Notch would be competing with prepattern-driven ato transcription. Conversely, ato expression could not be maintained if there was a lag between prepattern and autoregulation. Inhibition of sensitivity to the Hh-signaled prepattern and activation of proneural gene function provides a way for Notch signaling to effect the switch. Thus, lateral inhibition can neither precede nor lag behind the transition to the pattern phase, because Notch signaling itself promotes the transition. In this case, Notch signaling can be viewed as promoting a change in competence of the cells receiving the Notch signal.
Materials and methods
Drosophila strains
Most mutations have been described previously [30] . Notch 54l9 [20] and Delta rev10 [41] are protein-null alleles. In the Ser RX106 null allele, exon 6 and part of exon 7 are deleted from the gene [45] . The Notch intra insertion on chromosome 2 was used [46] . FRT-and hsFLP-containing strains have been described [47] . The ato mutant genotype was ato 3 /Df(3R)p [10] .
Antibodies and immunochemistry
Antibodies to ScaT [15] , ScaR [48] Boss (mAbboss1 and NN1) [49] ), Ci [32] , and rabbit anti-HRP (Jackson Immunoresearch) were used as described [8] . The anti-Ato antiserum [10] was used as described [18] . Monoclonal rat anti-ELAV was obtained from G. Rubin. For anti-Ser [45] and mAb323 [22] , fixation for 20 min (room temperature) in 4 % paraformaldehyde, 100 mM PIPES pH 6.9, 2 mM MgSO 4 , 1 mM EGTA was followed by washing and antibody incubations in a wash buffer comprising 100 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.2, 0.5 % NP40 (Sigma), 5 % normal goat serum. Double-labeling for Notch and Boss or anti-HRP was performed as described [16] . To double-label for Notch and Ato, fixation and primary antibody incubation for Ato (as described [18] ) was followed by a second fixation in cold PLP [8] , removal of the peripodial membrane, and subsequent incubation with Notch-specific antibodies and successive secondary antibodies and detection reactions as described [16] . To double-label for Notch and E(spl), incubation and detection with mAb323 as described above was followed by removal of the peripodial membrane and incubation and detection of Notch as described by Tomlinson and Ready [8] . Labeling with anti-Myc (Oncogene Science: cat no. OP-10) was according to Xu and Rubin [47] .
Mosaic induction
For Notch, females from a w a Notch 54l9 FRT18A/FM6 strain were mated with w FRT18A; hsFLP Sb/TM6B males, heat-shocked (38°C water-bath) for 2 h, 24-72 h after egg laying, and phenotypically w a Tb + female third instar larvae were selected for dissection. For Delta and Ser, w; FRT82B Delta rev10 / TM6B [41] or w; FRT82B Ser RX106 / TM6B females were mated with w hsFLP; FRT82B P[mini-w+;hs-M]87E,97E males, heat-shocked as above, and phenotypically Tb + female third instars selected for myc induction as described [47] .
